
 

Sharp Prediction by Paul Brook and Green Lemon

"Finally my favorite routine from Paul Brook's Certified Mentalism can be carried
in my pocket! This is EDC Mentalism at his best!"
- Luca Volpe

"The perfect EDC! A super strong, organic prediction that creates a wonderful
surprise for the participant."
- Marc Paul

"I felt like a puppet when Paul Brook showed me Sharp Prediction...and it was
amazing"
- Christian Grace

  Unlock the deepest secrets of the human mind with the Sharp Prediction - the
definitive kit for the modern mentalist. Tailored for both newcomers and
seasoned professionals, this comprehensive set will revolutionize the way you
interpret and manipulate cognitive processes.

Main effect:

Channel the essence of true mind-reading as you flawlessly reproduce drawings
made by your subjects, without ever catching a direct glimpse of their work. With
our meticulously crafted peak method (by Phill Smith), you'll astound audiences
with your unparalleled ability to mirror their thoughts onto paper.

...but that's not all. Prepare for gasps of disbelief when, as a mind-blowing
climax, you reveal that the very object they've drawn is also inscribed on the
barcode of the pen - a pen that the spectator has held in their hands the entire
time. This unexpected twist adds layers of astonishment, leaving audiences both
baffled and amazed.

 But there's even more:

In addition to the drawing duplication, this kit contains at least 7 other routines,
including a routine with ESP symbols, names/persons, cards, and a magic
square. Beyond the 8 included routines, you can create a vast number of your
own routines around them.
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 You'll receive: 

5 blanco markers;
20 specially designed prediction stickers, for (at least) 8 different routines;
Drawing Duplication: Stunning and baffling reveals.
ESP Symbols: All traditional ESP symbols, laying the foundation for
profound psychic demonstrations.
Celebrity Names: Michael Jackson and Tom Hanks.
Red Hammer: Craft the ultimate narrative for the famed 'Red Hammer'
force.
Number 37: Specifically for the number 37 force.
Magic Square: A specialized sticker allowing for instant magic square
presentations or number forces.
Card Reveals: Stickers for the Queen of Hearts and Ace of Spades, ideal
for thought-of-card effects. But that's not all - a phenomenal routine with a
multi-card selection is also included, amplifying the versatility of these
stickers.
The Creative Sticker: Vast in potential with numerous reveals, from book
tests to object identifications.
Over 2 hours of instructions. Dive deep into the intricacies of mentalism
with our step-by-step guide. Understand the nuances of the peak method,
ensuring you master the art of drawing duplication.
Routines by Paul Brook, Phill Smith, Sven Bosch and Patrick Jason.

All items in the kit are designed with the highest standards of quality, ensuring
smooth performances every time. 
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